A Connectionist Model of the Role of Dopamine in Incentive Salience and Temporal Difference learning
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Dopamine as a Prediction Error (PE) Signal in Reinforcement Learning

Dopamine is a neurotransmitter and disruption to this system has long been associated with the neuropsychiatric disorder, schizophrenia. Current theories of the effects of dopamine on behaviour focus on the role of dopamine in Reinforcement Learning, where organisms learn to organise their behaviour under the influence of goals, and expected future reward is believed to drive action selection.

Reward Prediction Hypothesis

Schultz and colleagues have demonstrated that dopamine neurons in the midbrain regions are particularly sensitive to rewarding events, and single cell recordings have identified a phasic dopamine burst of activity which is posited to be a reward prediction error (Schultz 2000).

Gating Hypothesis

It is suggested that phasic dopamine signals control the gating of new information to the prefrontal cortex, but at the same time dopamine mediates learning by improving the signal to noise ratio of inputs to receiving units (Cohen, Braver & Brown 2002).

Incentive Salience Hypothesis

Others believe that dopamine release assigns incentive value to objects or acts, transforming ‘like’ into ‘want,’ enabling reward-seeking behaviours (Berridge & Robinson 1998). However, this does not address the problem of how to choose actions.

Temporal Difference Learning

A computational theory has been proposed by Sutton (1988) of how actions are chosen, explaining that the dopamine phasic signal is used in two ways: (i) As a prediction error or learning signal used to create better estimates of future reward. (ii) Dopamine release also biases action selection towards situations that predict the best reward.

The Model

The symbolic models of McClure, Daw & Montague (2003) and Smith, Li, Becker & Kapur (2004) have gone some way to unite the psychological and computational theories mentioned above. McClure et al. model the acquisition process in Reinforcement Learning and link the ideas of Incentive Salience to Reward Prediction via Temporal Difference Learning, while Smith et al. model the role of dopamine in the generation of expected reward, independently of the acquisition process, linking Incentive Salience to Reward Prediction via the Gating Hypothesis. It has been suggested that dopamine generates both learning and gating effects and that both have similar parameters, namely the phasic dopamine signal (Montague, Hyman & Cohen 2004).

We will report on our current research into how the various theories map on to each other and how they relate to the seminal connectionist models of Servan-Schreiber, Printz & Cohen (1990) and Cohen and Servan-Schreiber (1992). We will also describe our connectionist implementation of the McClure et al. model, where the role of dopamine will be more biologically plausible than that of a symbolic model.
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